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The Redleaf kit allows you to mount the webs on almost all objects. Flat glued supports allow mounting on flat
surfaces. Supports glued rounded enable mounting on rounded surfaces. The screw clamping support enables
exceptionally secure clamping on profile elements (pipes, strips, etc.). Thick and durable strap allows you to mount a
webcam, for example on the head, shoulder, helmet. The strap allows for rapid assembly and disassembly. You can
add articulated elements to each mounting so that the camera can be positioned in any direction, at any angle. The
screw terminals guarantee rigid connections. The set also includes a quick connector allowing for quick attaching and
detaching the camera from the supports. â€¢ 4 pieces of 3M glued supports in two types â€¢ 4 pieces of fastenings for
sticking â€¢ 6 fixing screws (other sets have only 5 screws) â€¢ wide fastening strap, much stronger than belts with buckles
â€¢ four joints, where two of them have parallel fasteners, and two of them perpendicular - provide more camera settings
than wrists in other sets â€¢ producer: Redleaf â€¢ a set dedicated to: GoPro Hero / Hero2 / Hero3 / Hero3 +, HERO4 The
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set fits all GoPro Hero / Hero2 / Hero3 / 3+ / 4/5, Session cameras. Will work on a motorcycle, sailboat,
car, bike,
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skateboard, helmet and many more. Usage â€¢ assembly on helmets, â€¢ assembly on motorcycles, scooters, quads, â€¢
assembly on paragliders, sailboats, â€¢ parachuting, â€¢ climbing, â€¢ diving, â€¢ paintball, asg Elements of the set 1x
clamping support for screws for profiled elements 2x mounting supports glued flat 2x mounting brackets glued rounded
4x 3M adhesive 1x belt mounting support 1x wide bar 1x quick connectors for fasteners 2x parallel joints 2x
perpendicular joints 6x bolts Additional product photos (below: manufacturer's materials)
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